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Distributed Observer 
Network
The Distributed Observer network
(DON) is a NASA-collaborative environ-
ment that leverages game technology to
bring three-dimensional simulations to
conventional desktop and laptop com-
puters in order to allow teams of engi-
neers working on design and operations,
either individually or in groups, to view
and collaborate on 3D representations
of data generated by authoritative tools
such as Delmia Envision, Pro/Engineer,
or Maya. The DON takes models and
telemetry from these sources and, using
commercial game engine technology,
displays the simulation results in a 3D vi-
sual environment. 
DON has been designed to enhance ac-
cessibility and user ability to observe and
analyze visual simulations in real time. A
variety of NASA mission segment simula-
tions [Synergistic Engineering Environ-
ment (SEE) data, NASA Enterprise Visu-
alization Analysis (NEVA) ground
processing simulations, the DSS simula-
tion for lunar operations, and the John-
son Space Center (JSC) TRICK tool for
guidance, navigation, and control analy-
sis] were experimented with. Desired
functionalities, [i.e. Tivo-like functions,
the capability to communicate textually or
via Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP)
among team members, and the ability to
write and save notes to be accessed later]
were targeted. The resulting DON appli-
cation was slated for early 2008 release to
support simulation use for the Constella-
tion Program and its teams. 
Those using the DON connect
through a client that runs on their PC or
Mac. This enables them to observe and
analyze the simulation data as their
schedule allows, and to review it as fre-
quently as desired. DON team members
can move freely within the virtual world.
Preset camera points can be established,
enabling team members to jump to spe-
cific views. This improves opportunities
for shared analysis of options, design re-
views, tests, operations, training, and
evaluations, and improves prospects for
verification of requirements, issues, and
approaches among dispersed teams. 
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Computer-Automated 
Evolution of Spacecraft 
X-Band Antennas
A document discusses the use of com-
puter-aided evolution in arriving at a
design for X-band communication an-
tennas for NASA’s three Space Technol-
ogy 5 (ST5) satellites, which were
launched on March 22, 2006. Two evo-
lutionary algorithms, incorporating dif-
ferent representations of the antenna
design and different fitness functions,
were used to automatically design and
optimize an X-band antenna design. A
set of antenna designs satisfying initial
ST5 mission requirements was evolved
by use these algorithms.
The two best antennas — one from
each evolutionary algorithm — were
built. During flight-qualification testing
of these antennas, the mission require-
ments were changed. After minimal
changes in the evolutionary algorithms
— mostly in the fitness functions — new
antenna designs satisfying the changed
mission requirements were evolved and
within one month of this change, two
new antennas were designed and proto-
types of the antennas were built and
tested. One of these newly evolved an-
tennas was approved for deployment on
the ST5 mission, and flight-qualified
versions of this design were built and in-
stalled on the spacecraft. At the time of
writing the document, these antennas
were the first computer-evolved hard-
ware in outer space.
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